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LElTER TO TRE EDITOR 

The transverse Ising system with arbitrary spin 

Yuqiang Ma and Changde Gong 
CCAST (World Laboratoly), PO Box 8730, Beijing 1OW80, People's Republic of c h i  
and Depanment of Phyiep, Nanjiig University, Nanjing U0008, People's Republic of 
Chinat 

W i v e d  24 March 1992 

Ahslracf llansverse Ising models with arbitraly spin S are studied bj use of the pair 
appmximalion with the disctetized path-integral representation. The equation for the 
phase diagram is derived far an arbitmy number of nearesi-neighbour spins z and 
critical lines are obtained numerically for a few values of the spin. It is easy to show that 
in the limit I + 00 the results for the finite-range interaction model can be derived 
within the present farmulatian. 

Theories of the quantum spin model have received much attention recently [I*]. 
The transverse spin-4 king model is useful for the study of cooperative phenomena 
and phase transitions in many systems 19-161, and has been studied in the. ordinary 
mean-field approximation (MFA) and an improved MFA which includes a fluctuation 
correction [SI. In two or more dimensions, the transverse Ising model (TIM) has 
a linite-temperature phase transition, .which can be depressed to zero temperature, 
that is also critical at a critical value of the transverse field. The TIM therefore 
serves as a model of quantum-critical phenomena at zero temperature. Recently, a 
new method [7,8], which combines the pair approximation with the discretized path- 
integral representation (DPIR) of a quantum spin-f system, has been proposed. The 
results obtained are much better than that with the MFA. 

However, as far as we know, up to now no studies have made contact with the 
quantum transverse spin-S Ising model. In this paper, we shall discuss transverse 
king models with arbitrary spin, in the pair approximation. An analytical expression 
for the phase diagram is derived. This equation is resolved numerically for a few 
values of the spin. 

The Hamiltonian of the system is given by 

H = - J x S ~ S f - r ~ S S f  (1) 
(id 

where Sf and Si. are the quantum spin-S operators at site i, and 
transverse field. 

denotes a 

The one-body effect Hamiltonian in the pair approximation is given by 

Hi = -rsf - HefSf (2) 
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where He' is the one-body effective field. The corresponding one-body partition 
function becomes 

z,(p, r, Her) = 9 exp(-PHJ. (3) 

The pair Hamiltonian is given by 

H~~ = JS ,~S;  - r(sr + s;) - ~ ( s :  t s;) (4) 

where he' is the effective field, which is related to the effective Eeld He' by he' = 
Hef(z - l) /z.  In order to circumvent the problem of non-commuting operators in 
the pair Hamiltonian, we will reformulate the Hamiltonian in DPIR to obtain the pair 
partition function [5,7, SI. In the DPIR, the quantal (25 + I)-state spin on each lattice 
site will be transformed into a Pcomponent vector, and eventually P will be allowed 
to go to infinity. Each component is taken to be a classical spin variable, and the net 
effect is to represent the quantum uncertainly by creating many copies, or replicas, 
of the original variables. By means of the DPIR, the pair Hamiltonian can be broken 
up into a reference part involving only the single-site terms, and an interaction part. 
The corresponding free energy can be expressed in terms of the free energy of the 
reference part and a cumulant expansion. By taking the first cumulant, we obtain the 
expression 

III z,,(p, r, he') = III z,(p, r, hef) t In zj(p, r, hef) t P J M ~ M ~  

M~ =p-' B ~n zi(p, r, hef)/ahef. 

-pf(hef) = ( i - ~ ) l n z ~ ( p , r , ~ ~ ~ ) + ( 2 / 2 ) 1 1 1  zij(p,r,her). (6) 

(5) 

The free energy f(he*) per spin in the pair approximation is given by the expression 

Secondader transition lines can be obtained from the zero point of the coefficient 
of the second-order term in (6) when the equation is expanded in terms of hc'. The 
final result reads 

X ( P ,  r) = i / ( z  - 1 ) ~  X(P, r) = P-' a2 III ZAP, r, hef)/a(hd)2thet=0. (TI 

This determines the ferromagnetic transition temperature dependence on the trans- 
verse field r for arbitrary spin S. The critical transverse field r,(T = 0) = 
( z  - l)SJ, and the critical temperature T,(r = 0) = iS(S + l ) ( a  - l)J be- 
low which the ferromagnetic phase occurs, are obtained by using (7). In the classical 
limit S -+ CO, the partition function in (3) is replaced by 

Then equation (7) gives the following transition lines: 

(s/r)coth psr - l/pr2 = I / [ ( ~  - i ) ~ ] .  (9) 
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The estimate of the ferromagnetic transition temperature T,(S)  for r = 0 and S 2 1 
is 

T,(S) = $Sa(,  - 1)J .  (10) 

On the other hand, it is well known that when we use the inlinite-range interaction 
model given by 

j = J J N  z = N  

the mean-field result can be obtained in the thermodynamic limit (N - CO). 

The numerical analysis of (7) has been performed for S = 1, and 2 In 
figure 1 the phase diagrams in the (T, r) plane are shown. We see that the regions 
of ferromagnetic phase increase in size with increasing values of S, and the phase 
diagram in the spin-S case is similar to that obtained earlier for S = $. 
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FLgurr 1. Phase diagram of the 
comspond to T = 6, 12 and m, 

quantum " v e r s e  king model. Curve A, B and C 
respectively. (a) S = 1; (b) S = $; (c) S = 2 

In conclusion, we have studied a transverse spin-S Ising model, using the pair 
approximation with the DPIR, which is superior to the WA. The phase diagram has 
been obtained. Quantum fluctuations have the effect of destroying the ordered phase; 
the ferromagnetic phase disappears for r 2 (Z - 1 ) S J .  The results for the infinite- 
range interaction model can be recovered, and the classical-limit (S - CO) results 
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are also discussed. It is easy to generalize the present approach to any mixedspin 
Ising models in a transverse field. 

This project was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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